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Descriptions: Sexy Large Sized Mesh Lace Halter Nightdress Babydoll Lingerie Set: The lace lingerie set is smooth and deluxe and makes your
sexy figure partly hidden and partly visible. It enjoys the superb design that can flatter your sexy curves and highlight your elegant
taste.Women's sexy lingerie and G-strings are unique styles that create an illusion for stunning curves. This sexy pajamas can add to your
charm and make you sexy. It can also improve the taste of life. It is worth your possession.The bodysuit lends the sexy, sweet, graceful and
sultry touch to your look. It can partly reveal attractive and charming curves of the figure and leave you looking seductive and fascinating with
women's lasting appeal. Finding the right combinations of bold unique sexy fashionable design and elegant and graceful look, the dress
inaugurates a new chapter in clothing. Made of the specialized nylon fabric, the lingerie enjoys high-end lace and super great draping
performance.Parameters:Product color: black, white Product size: M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XLProduct material: dotted tulle Product specification:
strappy dress G-string Product weight: about 100 gAbout Products?1: Product dimensions are measured by hand and may have an error
between 1 and 2 cm.2: The pictures are taken in kind, but due to the light and the display, the picture you see may have slight chromatic
aberration, thank you for your understanding.About after sales?1: Please check the integrity of the package before signing the item and verify
the quantity and quality of the product. If you have any problems, please contact us in time for easy handling!2: If you find the quality of the
product after receiving the goods, please contact us in time to register and handle the integrity of the product packaging, we can provide you
with a free return service, such as non-quality problems returned by the buyer to bear the freight return. 
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13,90 €

Discount -4,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerNoroomaknet 

Description 

Openwork design makes you more sexyQuality materials give you a comfortable experienceClassy high quality fabric,very soft to touch and
wearExquisite workmanship

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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